


Who are we?

We are Beecro�’s Online Safety Warriors and our job is to
spread the word about online safety and the SMART rules.
We are all passionate about keeping ourselves, our friends
and our families safe from the ever growing list of dangers

online.

We all applied for the job by doing a talk on the SMART
rules, before a vote to decide who was successful.

Things we do:

• Meet regularly to discuss current issues

• Do assemblies for the whole school

• Do class talks on safety topics

• Run drop in sessions for our peers to discuss online
worries

• Produce half-termly newsletters for parents/ pupils

Dhairya Dahen Edie

Maidah Riya Robyn

Kareem Thea Jason

Aisha Sophie Yusha

Abdullah Louis Isabella

We hope that you enjoy and find our leaflet useful, from



Dahen and Edie

People on Roblox might
swear or make fun of you
in messages.

People on headsets
may say mean things
if they lose.

On WhatsApp in group chats
people might exclude or ignore
someone.

On smartphones people
might send mean

disappearing messages on

Snapchat

If people make posts about you
or share photos without your

consent, it is bullying .All of these are type of bullying online or
cyberbullying.

If it happens to you, TELL a trusted adult!



Sophie says:

• Look out for these signs with your friends.

• See if you can help them sort it out first.

• Remind them to report, save and block.

• Then if you can’t solve tell a trusted adult.

Remember to be a good friend in real life and online!



Examplesof Online Bullying whilst gaming:

How to be a responsible gamer and stamp out bullying:

Dhairya and Louis

If they won’t stop, leave the group or tell an adult.

If they repeat the bullying report them to e.g. PlaySta�on Network.



What would you do about each type of Online
Bullying?

1. You should tell the person that you feel un-
comfortable first. If they realise they have made
you sad they may stop saying mean things. You
can also leave the game.

If they do not however you MUST tell your
trusted adult.

As a last resort you can block or report them to
e.g. Playsta�on network

2. You should screenshot any offensive messag-
es and show either your parents or trusted
adult at school. You can take screen grabs/
screenshots of any mean conversa�ons to re-
port the person, but never respond in a mean
way yourself.

Any numbers can be blocked so that you don’t
receive any more.

3. You should tell your friend this is not a
good thing to do as it is cruel and unkind.

They should think what they would feel like if it
was happening to them.

If they don’t listen tell a trusted adult.

Block or leave any WhatsApp groups you aren’t
comfortable in.

By Aisha and Riya





Kareem says it is
easy to be an

accidental bully
online.

Take the test to see
if you have been:

A) a good online
friend

B) an accidental
bully

Did you answer NO
to all?







Abdullah and Maidah say : If you
follow the SMART with a heart
rules you will be safe online.

Always tell if you are being bullied.


